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RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Members are asked to note the contents of the report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to inform members of activity to manage the risk 
of fraud, bribery or corruption during 2020/2021 to date.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Audit & Accounts Committee reports
CIPFA Counter Fraud Code of Practice
Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally 2016-2019 Strategy (CIPFA)

KEY DECISION: NO

DETAILS:  N/A

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Policy 
Statement and Strategy 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: N/A  



ASSESSMENT OF RISK: 
The risk of asset misappropriation applies to virtually all council services.  A 
fraud risk assessment has been carried out by Internal Audit and the Counter 
Fraud Unit and used to inform the resources applied to anti-fraud work.  
Significant fraud risks identified during the year would be considered for 
inclusion in the council’s Annual Governance Statement.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Melinda Edwards, Principal 
Solicitor 

Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 requires every local authority 
to make arrangements for the proper administration of their financial affairs 
and to secure that one of their officers has responsibility for the administration 
of those affairs. The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 also require 
authorities to ensure that they have a sound system of internal control which:
(a)  facilitates the effective exercise of its functions and the achievement of its 

aims and objectives;
(b)  ensures that the financial and operational management of the authority is 

effective; and
(c)  includes effective arrangements for the management of risk.

A relevant authority must undertake an effective internal audit to evaluate the 
effectiveness of its risk management control and governance processes, 
taking into account public sector internal auditing standards or guidance.

In that regard, the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (April 2017) 
reiterates that an organisation’s internal audit activity must evaluate the 
potential for the occurrence of fraud and how the organisation manages fraud 
risk. Fraud is defined in the Standards as “any illegal act characterised by 
deceit, concealment or violation of trust – perpetrated by parties and 
organisations to obtain money, property or services; to avoid payment or loss 
of services; or to secure personal or business advantage.”

Further, when the chief audit executive reports periodically on the internal 
audit activity’s purpose, authority and performance relative to its plan, such 
reporting must include significant risk and control issues, including fraud risks.

Accordingly, the briefing note updates members of the Audit and Accounts 
Committee as to the work to counter fraud, bribery and corruption undertaken 
by the council, including the Corporate Fraud Team and the Internal Audit 
team during 2020/21 to date. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:  Jean Gleave Head of 
Internal Audit
Effective anti-fraud procedures can have a positive impact on the council’s 
financial position, through recovery of overpayments or financial penalties 



imposed on fraudsters. These outcomes are quantified and reported back to 
the Audit and Accounts Committee

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:  N/A

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: None

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:  N/A

CONTACT OFFICER: Jean Gleave   TEL NO: 0161 607 6651

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: N/A
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1. Purpose of the report 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to:

 Provide members of the Committee with an update of the work being done by 
the council (including the Counter Fraud Unit) to minimise the risk of fraud, 
bribery and corruption.

 Provide assurance that the council’s assets are being safeguarded and that 
resources are directed to legitimate areas of activity.

 Highlight any significant investigations or current fraud risks affecting the 
council.

2. Background and Key Issues

2.1 It is estimated that fraud costs local government over £2 billion each year. The 
council has a zero tolerance approach to fraud and work is carried out across a 
number of departments to identify, investigate and prevent fraud. The Audit & 
Accounts Committee receives two reports a year summarising this work and 
highlighting any significant fraud risks faced by the council.

2.2 The COVID-19 pandemic has generated, or increased, a significant number of 
fraud-related risks for local government and the wider community. It has also 
created a highly fluid situation in which immediate responses to some risks have 
been required, which has impacted on the ability of all councils to continue 
managing some of their existing fraud risks. This report therefore focuses 
extensively on the council’s response to the pandemic and identifies the measures 
that have been taken to identify and mitigate associated fraud risks.

The national picture on fraud – the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic
2.3 The scale and impact of the pandemic has led to the government providing an 

unprecedented level of financial support to businesses and individuals by way of 
loans, grants and discounts. These have been provided by both central and local 
government, and have included the following:

Central Government
 The Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
 Self-Employment Income Support Scheme
 Bounce Back Loan Scheme
 Business / Large Business Interruption Loan Scheme
 Future Fund
 VAT Payments Deferral Scheme
 Eat Out to Help Out

Local Government
 Business Rates Relief
 Council Tax COVID-19 Hardship Fund
 Small Business Grant Fund
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 Retail, Hospitality and Leisure Grant Fund
 Discretionary Grants Fund
 Self Isolation Support Grants (new scheme operational from 28 September)

2.4 The total value of support provided nationally by these schemes (excluding Council 
Tax Hardship Fund and Discretionary Grants fund, figures for which are not 
collated nationally, and the new Self Isolation Support Grant) was approximately 
£169 billion by the end of September 2020. Salford had provided the following 
grant support at 30 September:

Small Business / Retail, Hospitality & Leisure Grants £44.5m
Discretionary Grant £  2.14m

2.5 It is evident that the availability of such sums of money will attract fraudsters and 
other criminals. The evidence nationally suggests that this has already been the 
case in respect of both opportunist fraudsters and organised crime gangs. Paras 
2.9 – 2.13 below set out the work that the council has done to mitigate these risks 
for the grants that it has administered.

2.6 Outside of these schemes, the council and its staff may also be targeted by 
fraudsters seeking to take advantage either directly or indirectly of the pandemic, 
for example through mandate fraud, phishing attacks, executive impersonation or 
offering non-existent / counterfeit supplies and services. There has also been an 
increase in ransomware attacks against critical institutions and government bodies 
– one such attack on Redcar and Cleveland Council earlier in the year is estimated 
to have led to a £10m effect in lost income and recovery costs.

2.7 Appendix 1 sets out the 10 most common COVID-related frauds and scams that 
have been identified by UK Finance, the trade association for the UK banking and 
financial services sector. Many of these either relate to services provided by the 
council or affect the council’s service users, and in some cases the council itself 
could become a victim (for example, schools buying PPE from a bogus site).

2.8 The council’s Governance Group has been briefed in more detail on these risks 
and has considered what courses of action should be taken to ensure that all 
relevant staff are aware of how to spot these frauds and scams. This complements 
the help that has been provided to Salford residents by the council and Citizens’ 
Advice. The council website contains details of COVID-related scams. 

The management of fraud risk in the support schemes administered by the 
council

2.9 Many of the support schemes referred to above have been set up in a short space 
of time, in order to ensure that those affected received funding as soon as possible. 
However, this has meant that some checks on eligibility have had to be carried out 
post-payment. By default, this will increase the risk of ineligible claims being made: 
local authorities have been required to demonstrate how they will address this risk 
and devote resource to additional assurance work post-payment.

2.10 Where possible, Salford have looked to carry out as many eligibility checks as 
possible in advance of payments being made. This has required a considerable 
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level of resource to be deployed from Revenues and Benefits, Internal Audit and 
the Counter Fraud Unit over the past six months.

2.11 The key controls that have been implemented to manage the risk of fraud are as 
follows:

 Online ‘application form’ used to collect data and upload evidence in a 
controlled way, with various declarations ensuring applicants were aware of 
their obligations to provide correct information. 

 Application assessment by the business rates team, including checks to the 
business rates system data and bank statements to verify the information 
provided. Additional information requested where further clarification required, 
e.g. utility bills, leases. 

 Internal Audit and Counter Fraud Unit staff checked on the payment data to 
source documents and that applications met the set eligibility criteria (rateable 
value, occupation at 11th March, rates relief type); also checked company data 
to Companies House and the government’s Spotlight tool pre-payment.

 Audit of the payment and vendor files uploaded to the financial system to 
assure data integrity prior to payments being made.

 Segregation of duties throughout the process to prevent internal manipulation of 
grant payments. 

 Post payment checks to be carried out via the National Fraud Initiative data 
matching exercise (data submitted in October).

 Ongoing response to frauds detected through ongoing case work in the 
business rates team and whistleblowing.

 Information on organised attempted frauds obtained from other local authorities 
via existing networking arrangements and dedicated alerts issued by the 
Cabinet Office and the National Anti-Fraud Network.

2.12 The Council has liaised closely with other authorities, both in the North West and 
nationally, to ensure that it has followed best practice with the administration of 
these schemes. It is also required to report monthly to government on the 
identification and recovery of payments that have been found to be ineligible or 
fraudulent. This process is still ongoing, but initial indications are that the level of 
fraudulent payments identified is very low across the region (cases in single digits 
in most Councils), with the figures for Salford being in line with the regional picture. 
To date Salford has recorded only 12 fraudulent claims. 

2.13 The Council has a post-payment assurance plan in place in order to identify any 
further potential fraudulent or ineligible claims and to recover monies from the 
relevant applicants. The Cabinet Office have also set up a referral process enabling 
any suspected organised frauds to be referred to the police and dealt with at a 
national level.  More detail on the outcomes from the post-payment assurance work 
will be included in the 2020/21 annual counter fraud report.

Fraud risk assessment
2.14 The Council has a fraud risk assessment that is used to inform the workplan for the 

Counter Fraud Unit (CFU). As detailed above, the current pandemic has both 
introduced new risks and affected the ability of the council to deal with existing 
risks. Some of the immediate risks faced by the council were set out in the 2019/20 
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annual fraud report, presented to the Audit and Accounts Committee earlier in the 
year. These are still relevant and have been restated in Appendix 2.

2.15 The fraud risk assessment will therefore be refreshed later in the year, using a 
fraud risk diagnostic developed by the Counter Fraud Unit. This will be issued to all 
service managers, in order to obtain a more detailed view of the perceived fraud 
risks in the council and to identify any other new risks arising from the current 
situation.

3. Summary of recent anti-fraud work and investigations carried out

3.1 The level of resource that the council has had to dedicate to the proper 
administration of the COVID-related grant schemes has of necessity impacted on 
the level of counter fraud activity in other areas. This is likely to remain the case for 
the rest of the year as new schemes are introduced and post-payment work is 
carried out on the original schemes. The restrictions on face to face contact have 
also affected the ability of Counter Fraud Unit staff to conduct interviews and close 
cases, and have required active enforcement activity on blue badge misuse to be 
deferred. Despite this, some proactive work has been possible and is detailed 
below.

Council Tax Support / Single Person Discount
3.2 For the year to date, the activity for the Counter Fraud Unit is as follows:

Cases closed (year to date) 23
Cases open / pending (at 30/09/20) 85

Number Value
Council Tax Support
Overpayments recovered 5 £ 5,179
Council Tax Benefits / Single Person 
Discount / Housing Benefit
Overpayments recovered 2 £ 1,659
Notional savings made 1 £ 377
Total overpayments recovered 7 £ 6,838
Total notional savings made 1 £377

Note: “Notional savings” represent an estimated amount of benefit / discount that a 
claimant could have received had the claim not been investigated. The amount is 
calculated using a nationally agreed formula.

Tenancy Fraud
2.16 The Counter Fraud Unit works closely with local Housing Associations to share 

information that may assist in identifying either Right to Buy or tenancy fraud (e.g. 
illegal sub-letting), or claims for council benefits that have been made using 
incorrect information, for example on residency or earnings / capital. For the year to 
date, one tenancy has been terminated on the basis of unlawful sub-letting (Salix).
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2.17 This activity fits with the council’s objectives around housing by helping to ensure 
that social housing is only allocated to those who are eligible under the allocations 
scheme. The Cabinet Office also suggest that there is a notional benefit to the 
owner of the housing stock of £93,000 per property recovered as a result of non-
residence or unlawful sub-letting. This is based on an average four year fraudulent 
tenancy, including temporary accommodation for genuine applicants; legal costs to 
recover property; re-let cost; and rent foregone during the void period between 
tenancies. 

National Fraud Initiative
2.18 The full NFI data matching exercise is carried out every two years. This covers: 

Council Tax benefits and Single Person Discounts; payroll; creditor payments; 
insurances; blue badges; parking permits; and licences. The 2020-21 exercise will 
also match data relating to the COVID-19 business support grants, to identify any 
potential duplicate claims or organised attempts to defraud the scheme. Matches 
from the exercise will be available from January 2021 and will be investigated by 
the Counter Fraud Unit and the relevant services. Any positive outcomes from 
these matches will be included in subsequent reports.

Joint Working with DWP
2.19 The council commenced joint working arrangements with the DWP in April 2019, 

on cases involving both Housing Benefit and Council Tax Support. The Counter 
Fraud Unit has made a number of referrals to DWP of cases that may be taken 
forward as joint investigations, but the DWP’s current focus on dealing with 
Universal Credit advance payments and has meant that there has been little 
significant progress to date on joint working.

Significant Investigations
2.20 In 2020-21 to date four internal referrals have been made using the council’s fraud 

response procedures. In three cases, information was requested to support internal 
investigations. No further action was taken in the remaining case as the allegation 
was unproven.

Other Work
2.21 The Audit and Counter Fraud Manager chairs the following Groups, which provide 

information and best practice on local authority counter fraud work:

North West Chief Internal Auditors’ Fraud sub-Group
2.22 The Group has a work programme for the year that includes task and finish items 

on:

 COVID-19 business grants post-payment assurance
 Blue Badge enforcement
 Internal investigations
 Anti-money laundering / bribery / criminal finances
 Data matching

Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally Regional Operational Group
2.23 The Group consists of representatives from all of the regional counter fraud 

networking groups across the country. A number of working groups have been set 
up to report to the main group, covering:
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 Measurement and Benchmarking
 Local Authority Powers
 Incentives
 Data
 Social Care Fraud
 Schools Fraud

2.24 Outcomes from this activities will be used to inform and improve the council’s 
counter fraud response.

4. Conclusion 

1.1. The wide range of the activities and incidents covered in this report highlights the 
extent to which fraud and error exist as risks to the achievement of the council’s 
objectives and the degree to which these risks have been affected by the pandemic. 
There are programmes of work in place across the council to identify and 
investigate fraud risks and there is effective communication between the services 
involved. The Corporate Counter Fraud Unit has provided resource to support the 
proper administration of the COVID-related grant schemes.

1.2. This report enables members to comply with International Auditing Standards and 
will inform the debate at the end of the year on the compilation of the council’s 
Annual Governance Statement.
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Appendix 1

The ten most common Covid-19 related scams

1. Criminals have sent fake government emails designed to look like they are from 
government departments offering grants of up to £7,500. The emails contain links 
which steal personal and financial information from victims

2. Fraudsters have also been sending scam emails which offer access to ‘Covid-19 relief 
funds’ encouraging victims to fill in a form with their personal information.

3. Criminals have been targeting people with official-looking emails offering a ‘council tax 
reduction’. These emails, which use government branding, contain links which lead to 
a fake government website which is used to access personal and financial information.

4. Fraudsters are also preying on benefit recipients, offering to help apply for Universal 
Credit, while taking some of the payment as an advance for their “services”.

Health scams

1. One of the most shocking scams that has appeared during the pandemic has involved 
using the NHS Test and Trace service. Criminals are preying on an anxious public by 
sending phishing emails and links claiming that the recipient has been in contact with 
someone diagnosed with Covid-19. These lead to fake websites that are used to steal 
personal and financial information or infect devices with malware.

2. Victims are also being targeted by fake adverts for Covid-related products such 
as hand sanitizer and face masks which do not exist.

Lockdown scams

1. Criminals are sending fake emails and texts claiming to be from TV Licensing, telling 
people they are eligible for six months of free TV license because of the coronavirus 
pandemic. Victims are told there has been a problem with their direct debit and are 
asked to click on a link that takes them to a fake website used to steal personal and 
Financial information.

2. Amid a rise in the use of online TV subscription services during the lockdown, 
customers have been targeted by criminals sending convincing emails asking them to 
update their payment details by clicking on a link which is then used to steal credit card 
information.

3. Fraudsters are also exploiting those using online dating websites by creating fake 
profiles on social media sites used to manipulate victims into handing over their money. 
Often criminals will use the identities of real people to strike up relationships with their 
targets.

4. Criminals are using social media websites to advertise fake investment 
opportunities, encouraging victims to “take advantage of the financial downturn”. 
Bitcoin platforms are using emails and adverts on social media platforms to encourage 
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unsuspecting victims to put money into fake investment companies using fake 
websites.

Source: UK Finance
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Appendix 2

Key risks arising for local authorities as a result of the pandemic

External Risks:

 Loss of jobs / household income leads to a significant increase in claims for Council 
Tax Support, the COVID-19 Council Tax Hardship Fund and other welfare benefits, 
some of which may be fraudulent 

 The council has had to administer the Small Grant and the Retail, Leisure and 
Hospitality Grant schemes set up by the government to provide funding to the 
businesses, in addition to the existing Expanded Retail Discount Scheme; some of the 
applications may be fraudulent

 Applicants to the Local Authority Discretionary Grant Fund may overstate their losses 
or falsify other information in order to meet the qualifying criteria

 The increased workload generated by the various relief schemes reduces the level of 
resource available for checking both new applications and changes to circumstance for 
existing benefit / discount recipients 

 The guidance set out by the government in its Procurement Policy Notes, which are 
intended to help Councils’ suppliers maintain service continuity during the pandemic, 
includes measures that could increase the opportunity for fraud, for example forward 
ordering, payment in advance/prepayment, interim payments and payment on order 
(not receipt) 

 The council and its staff are targeted by fraudsters seeking to take advantage either 
directly or indirectly of the pandemic, for example through mandate fraud, phishing 
attacks, executive impersonation or offering non-existent / counterfeit supplies and 
services (e.g. Personal Protective Equipment)

Internal risks:

 Temporary relaxations of existing controls and authorisation limits as a result of 
increased workload and staff working remotely may increase the opportunity for fraud 
or error to occur

 Increase in use of procurement cards and emergency requests for funding increases 
the risk of inappropriate expenditure being incurred

 Decrease in levels of management oversight coupled with an increase in staff 
redeployment and levels of overtime may create the opportunity for overclaiming hours 
worked / expenses incurred

 The economic situation, including loss of family income if other family members are 
furloughed or have lost their job, may increase the incentive for staff to commit fraud or 
theft 


